How-To
How-To Open Portals

We are going to cover portals in two realms; astral & spiritual. This is one of our
methods that we use and recommend for the general public for opening safe
passage portals allowing exploration & discovery. There may be slight variations to
these recommendations you will discover on your own as you exercise these. I
recommend you read through the entire article before you attempt to open any
portals. It is best if you read & be prepared before you start. If you are not familiar
with the different realms please reference this article first: The Different Realms
It's a good idea to start a journal when you are going to explore on a regular basis.
This way you can record & see your growth & progress as you journey. It will also
help you to remember places you have visited before, entities you have
encountered, emotions, feelings, etc. At the least you should have a piece of paper
& pen handy to jot down what you experience when you are finished. Opening
portals is used for astral travel, connecting with astral or spiritual realm spirits &
entities, casting magic & spells, performing rituals and general discovery. You can
use any of these methods for these purposes or purposes of your own.
Before you begin make sure you are in a relaxed state of mind and are somewhere
you will not be disturbed for a minimum of 30 minutes. I prefer to be organized in
my approach to opening portals in the aspect I prefer to assign the different realms
different colors that I interact with. For the Astral realm I use the focus colors of
pink, purple, blue or green and for the Spiritual realm I use the colors white, red,
orange or yellow. A focus color is a term I use to describe the color you will use to
focus on as a dot or circle in your mind to open a portal. This helps in giving you a
focus point and a visual location of origin.
Portals can be opened different ways and we will cover 3 of the ways for each
realm. Everyone will have their preference and most use all 3 methods depending
on their situation. You can even use a combination of methods to enhance your
experience, such as using an Astral amulet with an invocation to experience varying
outcomes. For instance holding an Astral amulet while reciting an invocation may
intensify your experience or open different gateways.
Astral Realm
First method: Invocation
An invocation is a sentence or string of sentences written whose words invoke
something to happen. The sequence of words and intent behind them is what
makes an invocation work. Something, no matter how minute or severe, will happen
when an invocation is read outloud or in the mind. For those completely new to the
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use of invocations it may take reciting it a few times in succession for something to
happen but sometimes once is enough.
All of these invocations are for safe passage meaning that you can go into the realm
and interact but nothing can follow you through the portal, it is a one-way door. For
those unexperienced or who are experienced and want a relaxing time of discovery
these portals are optimal. Somtimes these invocations will take you to different
places within the Astral realm, other times they act as varying intensities of the
same key to the same place within the astral realm; it depends entirely on what you
are trying to accomplish in your journey. Relax, have fun and enjoy new discoveries!
Get into a comfortable position, relax in your mind, close your eyes and choose a
color to focus on while you recite one of the invocations outloud or in your mind.
While you are saying the words envision your color as an orb or dot in the black
space, focus on the color and allow it to take shape or move on its own while you
are reciting. The color will serve as your opening to the astral realm. As you recite
the orb will become an opening, or gateway, for you to enter. To close the portal
when you are finished simply open your eyes to sever the connection to the astral
realm, the portal will close at the time of your disconnect.
Invocation, Aurora Gateway
Lightway reach the element of ascension
Elevate the body to the stars & heavens
Open the channels to the astral domain
Undayla miscefor (un-day-lah mee-see-for)
Invocation, Starfly
Reaches of the realms of possibilities
Guarded by the powers of the stars
Bonded to the vast territory of astral dimension
Provide me passage to her folds
Invocation, Nightway Moon
Brightly glowing the astral night
Show me the dawning to the ascended plane
Lift me to its drawing energy
Second Method: Focus
The method of Focus is usually the quickest way into the astral realm and is a
preferred method of those who are sensitive to astral travel or who are experienced
in the invocation method, though some completely new to astral travel have been
known to successfully utilize this method their first time. This is when identifying
specific colors for each realm comes into handy. You know if you are going to
concentrate on a yellow orb that you are opening a gateway to the spiritual realm
or if you are envisioning a halo of purple light you are going to enter the astral
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realm.
The Focus method is exactly the way it sounds. You are going to focus on a light,
halo, orb or area of color as corresponding with your selections and through your
trance of concentration will a portal to open for you. The power of willing an action
is considerable and when you can harness your own energy and focus it on an
action amazing things happen.
With your focus and concentration on the area of light force your energy into the
color and outloud or in your mind speak your intention, such as "Open portal to
astral realm" or "Open gateay to spiritual realm". Again allow the color to take form,
shape or movement as it intends. The portal will open at your demand and you are
given safe passage. The portal will close when you open your eyes and disconnect
your energy from the effort.
Third Method: Enchantment
Speaking for the vessels from Creepy Hollows only with enchantments for opening
or closing portals we design and cast the vessels to open these portals on your
behalf at your behest. If you have a vessel imbued with this capability all you need
to do is hold it or have it within a foot of you while you are in a comfortable position,
eyes closed and relaxed state of mind and ask the vessel to open the portal for you.
Depending on each person the portal can open as an entire vision within your mind,
open as small portal of light or other manifestations have been reported. Despite
how the portal appears to you it leads to the astral realm.
Vessels from Creepy Hollows do not require an invocation or activation in order to
enjoy the attached enchantment. If you prefer to astral travel in your sleep you can
leave the vessel within a foot of your bed when you sleep and various portals will
open and close while you are in a sleeping state. This is a preferred experience for
many collectors.
The portal is closed when you open your eyes and remove your energy from the
effort.
If you have a portal vessel from a different vendor please follow their instructions
for use.
Spiritual Realm
First Method: Connection
Level 1: The easiest way to connect to the Spiritual realm is through the mind. The
most common connection is obtained through mere thought-waves. It is a short &
temporary connection but when you have a flashing thought of a loved one who has
passed or of a spirit that exists on the Spiritual realm it is a connection that creates
a temporary portal.
Level 2 Get into a comfortable position & relaxed state of mind and inviting the
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spirits to contact you. This invitation of good tidings opens a portal for you to reach
out into the Spiritual realm and explore. This may manifest through visions of
spirits, locations, colors or other visualizations and through those the spirits will
contact you. Depending on how much of your energy you put out there depends on
the intensity of the energy the spirits will contact you with. Try to maintain a
relaxed, easy flow and do not be shy in your adventure among them. You are in
safe passage and your putting all your energy behind you will show trust &
confidence to spirits.
Level 3 Sit with one of your spirits and ask them to show you their world, to take
you into the Spiritual realm or to assist you in creating a connection with another
spirit. Have their vessel within a foot of you unless the spirit is bound directly to
you. Your bond and trust with them will help you in your efforts. This level of
connection is the strongest until you've mastered the aforementioned Level 2.
With all of these levels the portal will close when you open your eyes and remove
your energy from the effort.
Second Method: Invocation
An invocation is a sentence or string of sentences written whose words invoke
something to happen. The sequence of words and intent behind them is what
makes an invocation work. Something, no matter how minute or severe, will happen
when an invocation is read outloud or in the mind. For those completely new to the
use of invocations it may take reciting it a few times in succession for something to
happen but sometimes once is enough.
All of these invocations are for safe passage meaning that you can go into the realm
and interact but nothing can follow you through the portal, it is a one-way door. For
those unexperienced or who are experienced and want a relaxing time of discovery
these portals are optimal. Somtimes these invocations will take you to different
places within the Spiritual realm, show you strangers, ancestors or animals, other
times they act as varying intensities of the same key to the same place within the
Spiritual realm; it depends entirely on what you are trying to accomplish in your
journey. Relax, have fun and enjoy new discoveries!
Get into a comfortable position, relax in your mind, close your eyes and choose a
color to focus on while you recite one of the invocations outloud or in your mind.
While you are saying the words envision your color as an orb or dot in the black
space, focus on the color and allow it to take shape or move on its own while you
are reciting. The color will serve as your opening to the astral realm. As you recite
the orb will become an opening, or gateway, for you to enter. To close the portal
when you are finished simply open your eyes to sever the connection to the
Spiritual realm, the portal will close at the time of your disconnect.
Invocation, Connection to Ancestors
Gentle gateway open your doors to my bloodlines
Welcome those who share my flesh
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Connect me with the lineage of my forefathers
Give them a path to show me their influences
I welcome their guidance and sharing
In using this invocation it is also good before you start to close your eyes
and before you recite share a little about yourself to put that personal
energy around you. You can learn more about yourself, who you came
from, receive guidance on your life & current situations.
Invocation, Connection to Animals
Brave souls of the wild
I greet your eternal resting place
I seek your counsel and your unqiue wisdom
I open my heart and door to connect with you
I ask that you meet with me in this aspect
You can use the invocation to connect with past pets or to connect with
animals you feel an affinity to at the time. This is also effective when you
are trying to connect with the energy of your current totem animals.
Invocation, Connect to Specific People
I come in purpose today that my request favorably be granted
I seek the spirit (say name)
That they should be brought to meet with me
I come in respect and show my gratitude for you
In my humble energy I hope my request be answered
When using this invocation it is good to put out as much positive energy
as possible around you even if the spirit you want to connect to is not a
wholly positive person. Positive energy acts like a magnet and shows trust
especially when you are trying to connect to someone who is a stranger to
you.
Invocation, General Connection to Any Entity or Spirit on Spiritual Realm
In giving I come before the door
Allow me entry to commune with the greater beings
Give me audience with those beyond my human sight
I respectfully ask the door be opened
With my appreciation I bring all good intentions
This can be used to connect with any spirit or entity that exists on the
Spiritual realm and will create portals at various places within the realm.
Third Method: Enchantment
Speaking for the vessels from Creepy Hollows only with enchantments for opening
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or closing portals we design and cast the vessels to open these portals on your
behalf at your behest. If you have a vessel imbued with this capability all you need
to do is hold it or have it within a foot of you while you are in a comfortable position,
eyes closed and relaxed state of mind and ask the vessel to open the portal for you.
Depending on each person the portal can open as an entire vision within your mind,
open as small portal of light or other manifestations have been reported. Despite
how the portal appears to you it leads to the Spiritual realm.
Vessels from Creepy Hollows do not require an invocation or activation in order to
enjoy the attached enchantment. If you prefer to connect with spirits in your sleep
you can leave the vessel within a foot of your bed when you sleep and various
portals will open and close while you are in a sleeping state. This is a preferred
experience for many collectors.
The portal is closed when you open your eyes and remove your energy from the
effort.
If you have a portal vessel from a different vendor please follow their instructions
for use.
Fourth Method: Focus
The method of Focus is usually the quickest way into the Spiritual realm and is a
preferred method of those who are sensitive to spirits already or who are
experienced in the invocation method, though some who feel a closeness to certain
spirits (in their collection or not) successfully utilize this method their first time. This
is when identifying specific colors for each realm comes into handy. You know if you
are going to concentrate on a yellow orb that you are opening a gateway to the
spiritual realm or if you are envisioning a halo of purple light you are going to enter
the astral realm.
The Focus method is exactly the way it sounds. You are going to focus on a light,
halo, orb or area of color as corresponding with your selections and through your
trance of concentration will a portal to open for you. The power of willing an action
is considerable and when you can harness your own energy and focus it on an
action amazing things happen.
With your focus and concentration on the area of light force your energy into the
color and outloud or in your mind speak your intention, such as "Open portal to
astral realm" or "Open gateay to spiritual realm". Again allow the color to take form,
shape or movement as it intends. The portal will open at your demand and you are
given safe passage. The portal will close when you open your eyes and disconnect
your energy from the effort.
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